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Your questions please?
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click on the orange arrow icon to 

expand it)

Please enter your questions in the

text box of the webinar control panel

(remember to press send)

Remember: The completion of a Nautel webinar 

qualifies for ½ SBE re-certification credit, identified 

under Category I of the Re-certification Schedule 

for SBE Certifications.



Advance Questions
Burnt line connecting one filter to a combiner. Will send picture to Jeff.

How many of you have taken a spouse to a transmitter site with you?  Did they all swear they would never 

go back?

Working adjacent to an unofficial shooting range. 3 tower dogleg required constant re-lamping, if you were 

brave.

What do you do when the owner gives the sister stations brand new stuff and you can't even get the grass 

cut at your sites?

Thought I was going to make it to a site on the last day before an incoming winter storm...TOO LATE! 

(story...)

I remember the fun of getting a transmitter up a stair case. 40 years it would have been a lot easier with 

todays transmitters



Burnt line connecting one filter to a combiner. 



How many of you have taken a spouse 

to a transmitter site with you? 



How many of you have taken a spouse 

to a transmitter site with you? 



Cable Management



Cable Management



https://www.facebook.com/groups/thebroadcastingclub/posts/3155410534714250/

Working adjacent to an unofficial shooting range



What do you do when the owner gives the sister stations 

brand new stuff and you can't even get the grass cut?



Good Engineering Practices



Thought I was going to make it to a site on the last 

day before an incoming winter storm



I remember the fun of getting a transmitter up a staircase.

ͻ Remember details like:

ʹ Can a truck get in the driveway without 
sinking?

ʹ Is a lift gate required and are there 
steps/railings in the way?

ʹ Stairs ʹ if using a stair crawler, vertical 
clearance needs to be considered

ʹ Transmitter dimensions (crated and 
uncrated)

ʹ Doorways

ʹ Other equipment in the way



Online Information

Webinars
https://www.nautel.com/resources/webinars/

YouTube
http://www.youtube.com/user/NautelLtd

Nautel Waves Newsletter
https://www.nautel.com/newsletters/
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https://www.thebdr.net/

https://www.nautel.com/resources/webinars/
http://www.youtube.com/user/NautelLtd
https://www.nautel.com/newsletters/
https://www.thebdr.net/


THANK YOU!


